
 
 

 

“And the fire shall prove each man’s work of what sort it is” 1Cor.III v.12ff. 

Sermon preached by Bishop Richard Chartres at the 150th Anniversary Festal Evensong on 12 

January 2020 

It is a great privilege to have been invited to be a part of your celebration today, recalling the visit of 

my predecessor as Bishop of London, John Jackson, in 1870. There is also a more personal reason. My 

mother was brought up in the East End of the 1930’s. Like so many other East-enders of her generation 

she dreamed of escape so when I telephoned her to say that I had been appointed Bishop of Stepney 

there was a long silence at the other end of the line. After what seemed an age she simply said – Why 

couldn’t they have made you Bishop of Croydon? Mother, in a sense I have at last arrived.      

1870 was a significant year in many ways. The big event in Parliament was Forster’s Education Act 

which for the first time established universal primary education in England. Its passage was marked 

by an acrimonious dispute between supporters of the Church of England and its role in education and 

representatives of the Non-conformist Churches. They resented what they saw as the anachronistic 

privileges enjoyed by the Establishment. Compulsory Church Rates, raised to support the fabric of our 

parish churches, had been abolished only two years before 1870, as result of a vigorous campaign led 

by the nonconformists. It could not have been a more difficult moment for the Churchwardens and 

the Vicar of Croydon the Rev’d George Hodgson to raise the money needed to erect this magnificent 

church in place of the mediaeval building destroyed by the fire of 1867. There is a depiction of the 

Vicar in Anderson’s “Antiquities of Croydon Church” and this forms the frontispiece of Brian 

Lancaster’s fascinating publication on the rebuilding, “Consumed by Fire”.  

Today it is right that we should salute the energy and success of the Croydon team, led by the 

Churchwardens and the Vicar. Their work in the parish was tested by fire and the fact that Christians 

who were not members of the Church of England were willing to support the rebuilding is a testament 

to their work.            

What of us? How will the fires of judgment test and prove our work? Thank God the age of 

denominational squabbles has all but passed. And as the welcome presence of the first citizen of 

Croydon, His Worship the Mayor, proves we now have the opportunity of working with God-fearers 

from other faith communities.  

Alongside these gains however we are confronted by an attempt to erase the Christian and the Biblical 

world view from our education system and from our national life. The motives of those who have been 

so successful in closing down the access to the Biblical narrative and world view are not ignoble. They 

have done it in the service of a tolerance which is intolerant of any loyalties which obscure the world 

view of those whom the social commentator David Goodhart calls “the anywheres”. He draws a 

contrast between “anywheres” who feel uncomfortable in what they see as partial and obstructive 

loyalties to family, locality or nation with “somewheres”, often less well educated, who feel a 

passionate attachment to the traditional family, to the local community and to the nation. Goodhart 

claims that the nation is now divided between the all-powerful tribe of “anywhere”, who despite being 

a minority, are dominant in the media and education and the tribe of “somewhere” with their 

passionate particular attachments. 

The Christian faith and the Christian community is seen by many “anywheres” to be an obstacle to 

their world view. In truth the Christian way transcends the divisions which many have seen lying 

behind the result of the referendum and the recent election. It is not appropriate for the parson and 

still less for the bishop to take up positions on our current political debates which are proper to the 



 
 

 

partisan. It is however crucial to be clear that the Christian way of life transcends any crudely binary 

division between universal aspirations and particular loyalties. 

The universal Word; the mystery at the heart of it all; the communication of God from the abyssal 

depths of his wisdom to all humanity was made flesh and dwelt among us. The teaching of Jesus Christ 

is that we must love God by loving our neighbour and work always to push back any limits on love. A 

good example is the work done by the Diocese of Southwark for many years in word and in deed to 

stand with our fellow Christians in Zimbabwe. 

The God we worship is Father of all and the Judaeo-Christian tradition asserts that all human beings 

are made in the image of God. This astonishing and radical claim in the Book of Genesis has not been 

seen to be self-evident in other culture in the world but has for example creatively fired the struggle 

of African American slaves for liberation and equality. We shall see, not least in the growing field of 

genetic engineering, that divorced from its Jewish-Christian roots the belief in the equality and dignity 

of all human beings will be increasingly open the challenge. 

So there is a universal Christian vision expressed in our determination to be a community which invites 

everyone, irrespective of their race or status, to share the table as the friends of Jesus Christ. Christians 

must be tolerant and inviting not because they believe so little about the love of God but because they 

believe so much. 

Drawn by beauty and the love of God which in this church has been so powerfully expressed through 

your wonderful music we are called to go beyond ourselves and be liberated from stifling small-

minded self-regard. But the love and the wisdom of God became flesh in a particular human being at 

a particular time and in Bethlehem. It is true as St Anthony said that we are saved in our neighbours, 

transformed by those whom we love and who love us. Living a Christian life cannot mean that we 

entertain a love for our kind while being careless about our kin; that we work for humanity while 

ignoring our families. The God who was made flesh and dwelt among us, who shares his table with us 

and weeps over his friend Lazarus and over the city of Jerusalem is the God of every somewhere. 

A parish church is meant, through its worship, to pierce the shell of business as usual - the world of 

getting and spending - but instead to open a fissure through which God’s future and the divine beauty 

can stream into the present. You are called to care for the world, menaced as it is by environmental 

degradation and the threat of violence, but also to care for Croydon. Day by day I listen in Parliament 

to a litany of social ills; loneliness among the elderly; mental health issues among the young. The recipe 

proposed is always the same – a larger budget and the deployment of more professionals. It is never 

admitted that these problems have multiplied beyond the capacity of any state to solve alongside the 

contraction of church communities of all kinds. 

Caring for Croydon must mean praying and practising the faith which builds community. As St Peter 

says in our lesson to be “as living stones built up a spiritual house” and the transform individuals “who 

were no people” so that they can now be “the people of God”. 

Looking back over 150 years it is clear that we are being called to be resolutely post denominational 

and to have a lively concern for the health of our whole planet; to have a sense of urgency about 

communicating the Biblical world view to the coming generations; and to be indefatigable in the 

neighbour love and generosity which marks the spirit of Jesus Christ. I am convinced that given a 

commitment to heal the division between the anywheres and the somewheres and to serve and love 

in the spirit of Jesus, this church will be more and more at the heart of Croydon in the centuries to 

come. But in the end “the fire shall prove each man’s work of what sort it is”.          


